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F 0 R E W 0 R D 
Among the many needs of handicapped students is a public school pro-
gram planned in sequence from the pre-primary level in Iowa's public schools 
to the habilitation and rehabilitation of the individual for optimum adjust-
ment in his community. 
Legislation by the 6lst General Assembly (Code of Iowa, Chapter 257.25, 
subsPction 8) requires that '' ... each junior or senior high school shall 
have: ... , c. Provisions for special education services, ... " 
This new legislation has brought about the need for guidelines that de-
scribe the nature of the program mandated. The following aspects should be 
considered in program development. 
1. The secondary program for handicapped pupils is an in-
tegral part of the total school program, and represPnts 
only a portion of the total sequence of school experiences 
required to effectively educate handicapped pupils. 
2. While it may not be practical for each school district to 
independently sponsor a high school program for handicapped 
students, it is feasible for districts to combine efforts to 
serve the secondary-aged, handicapped pupils on a multi-dis-
trict or multi-county basis. 
This publication is an interpretation of general objectives and other 
program aspects in providing for the educational needs of handicapped pupils. 
It will offer general guidelines to the school administrator in developing 
programs in accordance with the directive of the 6lst General Assembly. 
PAUL F. JOHNSTON 
State Superintendent 
Department of Public Instruction 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the basic characteristics of a democratic society is an educa-
tional structure founded on the principles of a democratic philosophy of 
education. This philosophy guarantees each individual the opportunity to 
an educational program designed to meet his needs. 
Each child born into this society is, therefore, entitled to an edu~ 
cational program. The nature of his abilities or handicaps--the extent to 
which he is different from his "normal" peers--should be the basis upon 
which his educational program is designed. 
The 6lst General Assembly of the Iowa Legislature had the foresight to 
interpret this philosophy in an act now appearing as Chapter 257.25, Code of 
Iowa. This section requires each school district to make provision for 
special education services at the secondary level. 
This legislation should be received by educators as a stimulus for the 
realization of the democratic philosophy on which the schools of Iowa were 
founded. Educators are not only charged with the responsibility of helping 
children overcome problems, but responsible for offering experiences which 
enrich and make daily living more meaningful. 
"Secondary schools," as defined in the Code of Iowa, Rules of the State 
Department of Public Instruction, section 3.30 (2S7): 
The secondary school shall be defined according to one of 
these four patterns: A junior high school comprising grades 
seven, eight, and nine, and a senior high school comprising 
grades ten, eleven, and twelve; a single junior-senior or six-
year high school comprising grades seven through twelve; a 
junior high school comprising grades seven and eight, and a 
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four=year high school comprising grades nine through twelve; 
or, when grades seven and eight are included in the elemen-
tary school, a four-year high school comprising only grades 
nine through twelve. 
Children requiring special education, as defined in the Code of Iowa, 
Chapter 281.2, are~ 
1. Children under 21 years of age who are crippled or have 
defective sight or hearing or have an impediment in speech 
or heart disease or tuberculosis, or who by reason of physical 
defects cannot attend the regular public school classes with 
normal children. 
2. Children under 21 years of age who are certified to be 
emotionally maladjusted or intellectually incapable of prof-
iting from ordinary instructional methods. 
Provided that the term "children requiring special education" 
shall include children under five years of age but shall not 
include the blind, the deaf, and other physically mentally 
handicapped children attending special schools or institutions 
provided by the state. 
Such "special education services" may be provided for as described in 
Chapter 281 (4): 
The board of directors of any school district or any county 
board of education, with the approval of the state depart-
ment of public instruction, may provide transportation and 
may establish and organize one or more suitable special 
classes, or provide for instruction in regular classes or in the 
home, and may provide special facilities and equipment for 
special classes and special schools or home instruction as 
a part of the local or county school system for such children 
requiring special education as required for their effective 
education, a type of instruction different from that ordin-
arily given as classroom instruction. 
The nature of the special education services are more specifically defined 
in the publication entitled, Rules of Special Education Explained (1967), 
Division of Special Education, Department of Public Instruction. 
The above legal and philosophical statements place the responsibilities 
for providing leadership for special education services at the secondary 
level on the school board of each district. An appropriate program must be 
made available to all handicapped pupils regardless of the size of the dis-
trict. 
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This p\lhlication provides the fl;'amework upon which the school adminis-
trator can formulate his plan or p-rogram in accordance with the legal and 
philosophical tenets of special education. The framework is presented in 
three major categories: planning, programming, and reLated services. 
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I 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Appropriate educational opportunities for handicapped pupils at all levels 
of instruction should be assumed on a general basis, by every educator who 
professes a democratic philosophy of education. In Iowa, therefore, all 
educators should be involved in supporting special education services. 
Code of Iowa, Chapter 257.25, designates the school board in each school 
district with the responsibility for providing an opportunity for special 
educational instruction to all junior and senior high handicapped pupils in 
his district. 
The term "provided" shall be broadly interpreted as the reasonable avail-
ability of appropriate programming in accordance with the Sf:ecial Education 
Rules and Regulations as presented in The Rules of Special Education Explained, 
published by the Division of Special Education of the State Department of 
Public Instruction. In providing for handicapped pupils, such services may 
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be established by a single district or on a county, merged county, or on a 
regional unit basis. 
There is no universal blueprint of structure and organization that 
relates to all school systems. School population, geographical makeup, con-
centration of pDpulation, convenience of transportation, housing, financial 
structure, and other factors influence the design upon which administrative 
planning is formulated. 
However, there are certain aspects that can be identified as applicable 
to the development of programs in most school systems. The remaining por-
tion of this section is designed to assist the administrator in planning 
for program structure. 
The primary consideration in establishing special education services is 
the determination of the need for services in an area. To determine this 
need, a comprehensive survey of the school population must be performed. 
Such a survey would be comprised of a 
1. General survey procedure based on national incidence figures. 
2. Specific screening and testing program designed to identify 
specific individuals and determine specific handicaps. 
The general need of programs can be ascertained by applying the nation-
ally-accepted incidence figures presented in the chart on the following page: 
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CLASSIFICATION 
PHYSICALLY 
HANDICAPPED AND 
SPECIAL HEALTH 
PROBLEMS 
EDUCABLE MENTALLY 
RETARDED 
TRAINABLE MENTALLY 
RETARDED 
PARTIALLY SEEI~G 
BLIND 
(BRAILLE STUDENT) 
DEAF 
HEARING 
HANDICAPPED 
SPEECH 
HANDICAPPED 
EMOTIONALLY 
DISTURBED 
SPECIFIC LEARNING 
DISABILITIES 
POSSIBLE 
SCHOOL 
PLACEMENT 
Special class for physi-
cally handicapped chil-
dren in elementary or 
secondary school; home or 
hospital instruction; reg-
ular class if condition is 
mild; electrical school-
to-home instruction; hos~' 
pital instruction. 
Special class in elemen-
tary and/or secondary 
school. 
Special class in elemen-
tary school or other 
approved facilities. 
Public school with spe-
cial help. Iowa Braille 
and Sight Saving School. 
Public school with spe-
cial help. Iowa Braille 
and Sight Saving School. 
Iowa School for the Deaf; 
residential school; class 
for deaf in elementary or 
secondary school. 
Special class in elemen-
tary or secondary school; 
lipreading and auditory 
training while in regular 
class, 
Regular or special class 
with provision for clini-
cal speech services. 
Regular class-special 
teacher; special class 
for emotionally dis-
tri~bed; residential 
school. 
Regular class-special 
program; special class 
for specific learning 
disabilities. 
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APPROX. NO. 
SCHOOL AGE 
POPULATION 
1 or 2 in 
each 100 
2 in each 
100 
1 in each 
300 
1 in each 
500 
1 in 3,000 
to 4,000 
1 in each 
2,000 
2 in each 
100 
5 or more 
in each 
100 
2 to 5 in 
each 100 
5 to 7 in 
each 100 
EST. %, 
BASED ON 
ENROLLMENT 
Est. of 
Incidence 
1.5% 
2.0% 
.33% 
.2% 
.03% 
11% 
2.0% 
5.0% 
2.5% 
3% 
(It is important to note that this general survey is only the prelim-
inary or initial step in a comprehensive screening program and should not 
constitute the only basis on which school programs for the handicapped are 
established.) 
The comprehensive screening program requires the utilization of such 
personnel as a director of special education, psychologist, hearing clinician, 
speech clinician, school nurse, and additional personnel such as a social 
worker, child development specialist, and school guidance specialist. Agen-
cies such as DivisionofRehabilitation Education, and Services, State Ser-
vices for Crippled Children, Child Development Clinics, and Mental Health 
Clinics should be utilized in locating handicapped pupils in the area. Med-
ical personnel, parents, and other community agencies also have a role in 
assisting in the identification of persons with special education.needs. 
School census data is another source of information in the screening process. 
Initiating the original identification of the handicapped pupils in a 
district is the responsibility of the school board. This responsibility may 
be extended to a special education unit within the county or other school 
unit in which the district is located. It is most important to note, how-
ever, that final diagnosis of a handicapped child must be reserved for per-
sonnel specifically trained and certified to do so. 
After a comprehensive survey is completed in a local school district, 
the findings may identify only a small number of handicapped pupils. It 
would not then be feasible for the district to independently sponsor pro-
grams. 
The school district should then look toward a broader base for program-
ming and sponsorship. An individual district might consider combining its 
resources with other districts or county boards to provide adequate programs. 
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It may be necessary to involve several counties in a joint program if ade-
quate special instruction is to be provided for handicapped pupils. 
The administrative structure for special education programs should be de-
termined by the districts involved. This structure should be based on a 
written plan which interprets the lines of authority, the various responsi-
bilities of the staff in the administration and operation of the special 
education program. The plan should include an analysis of the areas and a 
projected time schedule for development of future programs. 
The responsibilities of each district with respect to financing, trans-
portation, staff, and facilities should be thoroughly discussed and included 
in the written plan. The utilization of local, county, state, and federal 
funds in the implementation of the special education program should also 
receive consideration in planning the administrative structure. 
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FINA.NCING 
In previous years financing special education programs has been ex-
tremely costly and a burden to most communi ties in Im,~a. However, in recent 
years much legislation has been written into law that significantly provides 
directions for improved educational programs and services for the handicapped 
pupil. 
School administrators responsible for special education programs and 
services must be aware of and utilize all possible sources of funds available 
in order to provide the best educational programs. Financial assistance may 
originate and consist of monies derived from the: 
1. Tax base in each community. 
2. State reimbursement on a pro-rata basis for excess costs. 
3. Federal funding. 
Among federal programs is the unprecedented opportunity for local edu-
cation agencies to provide and improve programs for the education of the 
handicapped under the provisions of the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-10). 
Through the U. S. Office of Education, funds are made available to state 
educational agencies for distribution to local educational agencies. Funds 
are to be used to initiate and/or expand special education projects in areas 
having high concentration of children in low-income families. These projects 
may include special programs for children who are handicapped because of 
physical, mental, or emotional impairments. 
A recent amendment, Title VI, to the Elementary and Secondary Education 
Act specifically earmarks funds for handicapped children and youth. Included 
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are the mentally handicapped, hearing defective, deaf, speech impaired, 
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled, or other 
health impaired who require special education and related services. 
Other federal legislation that may be a potential financial source for 
programs and services for the handicapped are: 
1. The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Public Law 88-452. 
2. The Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control Act of 
1961, Public Law 88-368. 
3. The Vocational Education Act of 1963, Public Law 88-210. 
4. The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, Public 
Law 88-214. 
5. Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health 
Centers Construction Act of 1963, Public Law 88-164. 
6. Maternal and Child Health and Mental Retardation Planning 
Amendments of 1963, Public Law 88-156. 
Financial support may also come from associations for retarded child-
ren, and community service groups that allow funds for the training of 
teachers, purchasing of materials and equipment, and special projects. 
Other governmental agencies have the responsibility to provide serv-
ices to the handicapped regardless of geographical location. These serv-
ices may be considered as supplemental to the educational program in schools 
since the districts do not actually finance nor employ special personnel to 
provide such services. Services range from medical and psychological diag-
nosis and treatment to the provision of prosthetic devices, counseling and 
guidance, subsistence, and job training. 
Administrators should consider and promote consolidated programs, 
sharing costs with other school districts. This approach is usually the 
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least costly, will serve the most students, and provide the most adequate serv-
ices. 
The appropriate divisions and special consultants of the State Department 
of Public Instruction will assist school boards and officials in interpreting 
and developing financial programs for special education programs at the secon-
dary level. 
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OUTLINE FOR PLANNING 
If a school district is to provide the best special education services 
possible for students within their respective areas, it is imperative that 
this planning be initiated prior to setting up a new program. Since many 
school districts are not presently structured to immediately comply with 
Chapter 257.25, subsection 8, of the Code of Iowa, the coming school year may 
be used to determine the needs at the secondary level and prepare a plan for 
the appropriate programs in the area. 
The following outline is presented to help school administrators develop 
a step-by-step approach in establishing special education services and pro-
gramming at the secondaFy level. 
A. Preliminary Considerations: 
1. Common understanding that all pupils including the handi-
capped have a right to a free education. 
2. Recognition of the district's responsibility relative to 
the provision of services for the handicapped. 
3. General acceptance existing among school board members 
and administrative personnel recognizing special education 
as a part of general education, 
4. Cooperative attitude among school personnel representing 
the schools in the area. 
5. Tentative geographical area (based on estimated incidence 
of handicapped pupils in school population) to be included 
in the survey. 
6. Identification and communication with community agencies 
serving the area. 
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B. Organizational Action: 
1. Initial meetings resulting in assignment of responsibility 
for acquiring data on handicapping conditions. 
2. Conduct a comprehensive screening program and collection of 
data. Data should be gathered on the deaf, hard of hearing, 
crippled or health impaired, visually handicapped, speech 
handicapped, emotionally disturbed, and mentally handicapped 
as described in the section on programming. Information on 
the geographical location and number in each handicapping 
area should be tabulated. 
3. Analyze survey results and communicate to participating 
school officials and Division of Special Education, Depart-
ment of Public Instruction. 
4. Determine nature of programs required based on the results 
of the survey. 
5. Determine, based on location and chronological ages of pupils 
found in each handicapping area, the most appropriate lo-
cation for the required services. 
6. Provide physical facilities in accordance with information 
provided in survey. 
7. Determine responsibility of each district in regard to trans-
portation, finances, materials, supervision, and physical 
facilities. 
8. Prepare a projected time schedule for establishing needed 
programs. Allocate priority to the various programs needed. 
9. Inform Division of Special Education, Department of Public 
Instruction, of the need for the programs and time schedule 
upon which they will be established. 
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C. Implementation of Programs: 
1. Employ appropriate and certificated personnel as detailed in 
the section on Supplemental School Services and as further 
described in the Rules of Special Educat±on Explained (1967). 
2. Develop curriculum in accordance with rules, policies, and 
procedures of the Division of Special Education. 
3. Set up framework for continued evaluation and reporting of 
pupil program progress. 
4. Prepare and submit the necessary forms to the Division of 
Special Education, Department of Public Instruction, to 
insure approval and financial reimbursement for the programs 
being offered. 
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• I • I • I 
WHO ARE THE HANDICAPPED? 
Handicapped children, as defined in Chapter 281 of the Code of Iowa, are 
those who cannot obtain an adequate education solely th,rough an educational 
program as provided in the regular classroom. Such children are identified 
as visually handicapped, crippled (or other health impaired), hearing handi-
capped, speech impaired, emotionally maladjusted, intellectually impaired, 
and those with other special learning disabilities. 
It should be noted that pupils repr~senting the various types of handi-
capping conditions are generally found in all school populations. The inci-
dence figures presented in the Planning section (p.7) are commonly used to 
determine the incidence of handicapped pupils in any school district. 
Each of the handicapping conditions will be described and the approach 
reconnnended for identifying such pupils in the following paragraphs. 
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Crippled and other health impaired 
Description: Children "crippled" or who have "heart disease or tubercu-
losis, or who by reason of physical defects cannot attend the regular public 
school classes with normal children" include those commonly identified as 
crippled or other health impaired. They suffer from physical disabilities or 
severe health impairments which make it impractical or impossible to parti-
cipate in normal classroom programs without modifications. 
Pupils with specific learning disabilities reveal an educationally 
significant discrepancy between their estimated intellectual potential and 
actual level of performance related to basic disabilities in the learning 
processes. This discrepancy may or may not be accompanied by demonstrable 
central nervous system dysfunction and is not secondary to generalized mental 
retardation, educational or cultural deprivation, severe emotional distur-
bance, or sensory loss. 
Other conditions or impairments might include cerebral palsy, muscular 
dystrophy, cardiac disorders, congenital deformities, rheumatoid arthritis, 
and similar disabilities. 
Identification: Pupils in this category are properly identified by 
physical examinations by a licensed physician, and other professional opin-
ions deemed necessary to make a specific evaluation. 
Emotionally maladjusted 
Description: Children who are "emotionally maladjusted" shall include 
those commonly identified as emotionally disturbed or socially maladjusted. 
They display an inability to develop or maintain satisfactory self-concept or 
interpersonal relationships. 
From an educational point of view, pupils are considered emotionally dis-
turbed when their behavior is so disruptive or their learning difficulties so 
complicated by personal adjustment factors that special rehabilitative and 
teaching procedures become necessary. Pupils with less severe emotional prob-
lems which may also contribute to learning difficulties should receive in-
struction in the regular classroom, but with various supportive services, as 
may be provided by a psychologist, school social worker, supplementary teachers, 
or guidance and counseling personnel. 
The use of labeling terms is not encouraged as a means of identification. 
More us~ful is an approach which objectively identifies behavior and seeks 
specific causative problems which are suspected. 
Identification: The teacher should refer any pupil suspected of having 
emotionally caused problems for a thorough evaluation. This will include 
psychological and psychiatric testing, reports presented by the pupil's teacher, 
and an assessment of the horne and parent-child relationships by a school social 
worker. A pupil should be identified as emotionally disturbed only if the 
findings of a comprehensive examination warrant it. 
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Hearing handicapped 
Description: Children who have "defective hearing" are commonly iden-
tified as hearing handicapped. Their hearing loss significantly restricts 
benefit from or participation in the normal classroom program and necessi-
tates a modified instructional program. 
Severity of irremediable hearing loss may be classified as: 
~Mild loss-- (20-30db) in the better ear in the speech range may be 
educationally handicapping. 
Marginal loss--(30-40db) in the better ear in the speech range is 
M usually educationally handicapping when supportive special education 
p 
·r-l ~ services in developing speech skills and language are not provided. 
cU 
(]) 
::r:l 
4-l 
o Moderate loss--(40-60db) in the better ear in the speech range contri-
ro 
~ ~ butes to severe educational handicap in the regular classroom. In 
l
addition to special education services, special education in curriculum 
subjects should be provided. 
-Severe loss--(60-75db) in the better ear in the speech range inhibits 
spontaneous development of language and speech. Communication must be 
taught through specialized techniques which require placement in an 
oral class for the deaf. 
!-Profound loss--(greater than 75db) in the better ear in the speech 
~~range. The pupil cannot learn to understand language by ear alone, even 
(]) 
Q with amplification and should be considered for placement in a facility 
for the deaf. 
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l~JentiJi~§!~~g: A puretonc tb.resi.1.olcl audiometric test yields an audio-
gram or cbart which describes the severity of a hearing loss in decibels (db) 
fer each c~f t',_e llln}::q:· frequencies (sounds) ·which comprise the range respon-
sible :fer t:'_,c :rer::2pU.c~:-,. of speech. Hearing clinicians have the professional 
compe tenc.y· necessary to perform and interpret such tests and recom:mend other 
tests necessary tc. .::u-:·I:E":rnd.r<.e the degre(~ to educational handicap caused by a 
hear:Lng loss. \-There :.::.eari.n;; cliniciaru:; are not employed, speech clinicians 
may provide basic audiometric evaluation and limited instructional service. 
Mentally handicapped 
;Q~]:~_i(:n: Childre-c1 11 inte1lectually incapable of profiting from 
ordinary instTuctional metil.ods" include those commonly identified as men-
tally handicapped. :hey are pupils_who, as a resu~t of sub-average general 
intellectual fur,cti.oning associated, ·with im.pairment of maturation, learning, 
and social adjustment, a:;::-e incapable o;E being educ?ted effectively and 
efficiently through ordinary classroom instruction,, "Sub-average general 
intellectual functioning" refers to performance w-hj_ch is greater than one 
stardarcl deviation belmv the population mean on an: approved individual test 
of general intelligence administered by an approved examiner. 
The recommended school classification for the grouping of mentally 
handicapped irLdividuals for sciwol programming is: 
]}ordc:;_-~_iQ~·--an indi'vidual ·v;rhc :::.~coTes bet~veen I .Q. 's of 85 and 75-79 
and can~ben~fit from a program specifically designed for individuals 
of thi::.> nature. 
Educabl~_-~an indi,;ridual ·who scores be't'~..:reen I.Q. 's of 79-75 and 50-55 
and can benefit from a program specifically designed for individuals 
cf this nature. 
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Trainable--an individual who scores between I.Q. 's 55-50 and 25-30 and 
can benefit from a program specifically designed for individuals of 
this nature. 
Identification: The diagnosis of a mental handicap is exclusively 
reserved for professional persons qualified to administer individual psy-
chological examinations, While this diagnosis is partly based on the results 
of individual psychological data, other factors such as cultural background, 
hearing ability, visual acuity, medical history, and emotional status are 
of great importance and require a team approach in accurately determining the 
diagnosis. A team should include such professionals as a licensed physician, 
school nurse, school social worker, speech clinician, regular class teacher, 
counselor, hearing clinician, special class teacher, school administrator, 
and a school psychologist. Final diagnosis is the responsibility of the 
psychologist. 
Speech handicapped 
Description: Children who "have an impediment in speech" are those with 
a communication handicap. They are pupils with a disorder of communication, 
present when one has deviation in speech, voice, or language to the degree 
that it makes a difference: it interferes with self-expression, or ability 
to comprehend speech, or causes maladjustment to his environment. Speech 
deviations which do not fit one or more of these criteria are not considered 
to be handicapping but rather may be of a developmental nature or an ex-
pression of individuality. The speech handicapped pupil's special education 
needs shall be met through the follo-vJing six distinct clinical speech therapy 
services: identification, remediation, referral, resource, administrative, and 
research services. 
Ide,:Qti:E:Lc~!.iS2!!:= Pupils are found by speech adequacy screening techniques 
and by referral from family, teachers, administrators, physicians, or other 
professionals. A diagnosis is made by a speech clinician or $peech pathologist 
based upcn professionally reliable tests or evaluative techniques of articula-
tion, ~earing acuity, fluency, language voice, prosody, the peripheral speech 
mechanism, and other facets of communication. Referral for additional evalu ... 
ation to a speech clinic or physician or other professional resource may be 
necessary. 
Visually handicapped 
!2.es~ripti2_g: Children ~;vho "have defective sight11 include those commonly 
identified as visually handicapped. Their impairment, with maximum correction, 
does net permit them to make satisfactory use of regular instructional mater-
ials or techniques. 
For purposes of classification, there are three categories of vish~lly 
handicapped children: 
Partially sigh_!ed--denotes a significant: vision impairment which ha$ im-
portant c:~ducatic,nal implications. These pupils are likely to experience 
d:i_ffict.d_ ty it:. ·using regu!_ar textbooks and other printed materials. Other 
pro91ems c.Jf adjustment and mobility might be present. 
I=.egally blind--"distant visual acuity of 20/200 in the better eye after 
correction or a peripb.eral field so contacted that the widest diameter 
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of such field subtends an angular distance no greater than 20 degrees." This 
description has no particular educational programming implications, but pupils 
classified as "legally blind" qualify for certain free equipment and materials. 
Blind--"no useful sight." Such pupils will consistently need specialized 
books and other materials designed for the blind. In addition, special 
supplemental instruction of Various kinds might be necessary. 
Identification: Visually handicapped pupils are identified through routine 
screening programs which lead to professional examinations, diagnosis, and treat-
ment. Screening tests may be administered by volunteers or schobl personnel such 
as school nurses and teachers. Specific diagnosis is made only by licensed pro-
fessionals such as physicians, ophthalmologists, and optometrists. 
While the preceding information has been presented in such a manner as to give 
the impression that handicapped pupils can be identified and grouped into cate-
gories, it must be understood that students frequently have multiple handicapping 
conditions and do not fall clearly into one category. 
It is important to note that each pupil having a handicap or handicaps that 
prevents adequate educational progress through the regular school program, is 
entitled to specialized instruction fitted to his needs. Identification of his 
needs through professional diagnosis, therefore, is of utmost importance. 
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GENERAL PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS 
Secondary programs for pupils with special needs should be a continu-
ation of the developmental program that exists or should exist at the lower 
grade levels. Without the foundation of a strong lower grade program of in-
struction fitted to the needs of handicapped pupils, it is difficult to de-
velop a strong secondary special program. The total development of a child 
depends on a strong program throughout his school career. 
For many handicapped pupils, the secondary level represents the final 
phase of formal school instruction. Essentially, if erlucation is going to 
have an impact on the child's development and adjustment to society, it must 
be crystalized at this level. It is therefore essential that the program be 
fitted to the needs of the individual handicapped pupil. 
Such school programs should be developed within an organized environ-
ment in which there exists quality counseling, guidance, instruction, super-
vision, and evaluation for the development of (1) functional skills and 
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abilities, (2) personal and social competence, (3) enrichment experiences, and 
(4) vocational competence. 
The remaining portion of this section is divided in two parts: gen-
eral program considerations and specific handicapping area. 
PROGRAM MODIFICATION. The secondary school curriculum should be organ-
ized so all handicapped pupils are provided a program of instruction suited 
to the needs and capabilities of each. Such instructional provisions will 
range in modification from itinerant remedial services for those enrolled in 
regular classes to special class services or individualized instruction. 
Similarly, portions of subject disciplines, core areas, or experience-
oriented curriculum patterns as offered in the regular program may serve 
either as part of the regular secondary program for some handicapped pupils 
or as enrichment experiences for others. Examples of these areas are home 
economics, art, music, industrial arts, driver's education, and physical 
and health education. The integration of handicapped pupils into school 
learning situations should be based upon each pupil's ability to make ad-
justment to, and profit from, the experience. 
The program for a handicapped pupil should be designed to provide 
academic, technical, or vocationally-oriented learnings commensurate with 
each pupil's interests, abilities, and capabilities. 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING. The importance of providing guidance and 
counseling to handicapped pupils throughout their secondary school career 
is stressed as vital and necessary. The guidance counselor assigned to 
the regular program should also provide similar service to handicapped 
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pupils. Guidance services offered by the school should utilize counseling 
services also offered by the rehabilitation counselor and evaluation centers 
sponsored by the Braricli of Rehabilitation. Education, and Services. 
SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION. The techniques known as supplemental instruc-
tion have been found to be valuable and effective in presenting educational 
concepts to same handicapped pupils. Usually, such an approach is charac-
terized by a one-to-one relationship between the pupil and a specially-employed 
teacher. The instruction provided to a pupil may range from one hour to three 
hours per day and concentrates on the pupil's greatest difficulty. The pri-
mary purpose of such instruction should be to diminish frustration and raise 
the attainment level of the pupil to the point where he can achieve in the 
regular or special class commensurate with his ability. 
REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION. A common approach which generally concentrates on 
improving reading, arithmetic, or other skills of a pupil by individual or 
small group instruction using individualized programming. It represents a 
valuable approach in helping some handicapped pupils fulfill their educational 
goals. 
SPECIAL CLASSES. It has been found in many cases that some types of 
handicapped pupils can best be served in small groups called special classes. 
The group size is usually governed by the severity of the handicap. Instruc-
tion provided in a special class should be individualized according to each 
pupil's needs, and should utilize the special materials available to accom-
plish this purpose. A special class teacher is required to have specialized 
training from a college or university offering approved training programs that 
lead toward the appropriate endorsement. 
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HOMEBOUND INSTRUCTION. Home and hospital instruction is another means by 
which the school program can be modified or adjusted to meet the special needs 
of pupils. The program may be implemented through an electrical school-home 
hook up and specialized instruction by a homebound teacher. Itinerant teachers 
and resource teachers are also modifications of the school program and freF 
quently used to accommodate individual differences in pupils. 
ENRICHMENT EXPERIENCE. Enrichment or experience areas of instruction, 
when related to handicapped pupils, usually refer to broad areas of living and 
are useful to handicapped pupils regardless of academic ability. Reference 
is commonly made to the broad areas of physical and mental health, home man-
agement, societal relationships, and occupational education. Experiences in 
these areas should be structured in a spiral-sequential pattern to achieve the 
degree of sophistication and school integration necessary for the successful 
transfer of learning to the broader societal setting. 
BASIC SKILLS. Pupils with a special handicap, such as those classified 
as mentally handicapped or as severe:ly hearing handicapped, may need a 
special program which, in addition to enrichment or experience areas, concen-
trates upon the development of basic language skills such as speaking, reading, 
writing, and spelling, in addition to mathematical, social studies, and other 
curricular subjects. Areas should be correlated whenever possible, with 
focus upon the social and vocational adjustment needs of the handicapped. 
SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES. School personnel, parents, employers, 
community groups, and agencies may provide a variety of learning experiences, 
information, vocational experiences, and services which could be utilized for 
instructional purposes by the school. 
These resources should be used to enhance the facilities and objectives 
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of the school program. They may vary from integrated experiences in the school 
enrichment areas to providing vocational experience and job training oppo~­
tunities. 
FACILITIES. Secondary school programs for handicapped pupils should be 
housed on a regular secondary facility with other studen~ of the same age group. 
They should also be assigned to the same class levels (freshman, sophomore, 
junior, senior). They should have access to all supplemental secondary serv-
ices and activities where adjustment may be made. Housing on a regular school 
site should provide every opportunity for integrated school experiences with 
other pupils and teachers. 
VOCATIONAL EXPERIENCES. Various levels of vocational experiences should 
be offered in a school program. These experiences should be based on the 
handicapping condition of the pupil and his readiness for such an experience. 
Pupils may benefit from school experiences that vary from part-time school 
and work to full-time school attendance v7hich leads to other vocational ex-
periences or higher education. 
In each job classification or cluster, there exists a natural breakdown 
of jobs that range in difficulty. This might be considered job sequential 
structure. Usually, the structure ranges from the unskilled level of employ-
ment to the highly technical. The handicapped youngster may be placed in or 
progress to any of these levels depending on the handicap and the vocational 
skills the student is capable of developing. 
The Department of Public Instruction, through its Division of Rehabilitation 
Education, and Services, may in cooperation with local school districts reim ... 
burse an employer in certain instances for his costs in connection with on-the-
job training of handicapped students. 
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Regaidl~ss of the level bf handicap, work experiences should be ~truc­
tured so a pupil develops stages of work readiness commensurate with his 
interest, aptitude, and ability to adjust. These experiences should progress 
from closely supervised to independent job placement; from the unskilled to 
the semi-skilled, toward the technically skilled. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF TOTAL PROGRAMMING 
It is important for school administrators to visualize the total secon-
dary school program as it relates to handicapped individuals. The chart pre-
sented on the following pages of this publication offers a schematic repre-
sentation of a total school program that includes programming for handicapped 
pupils. The following discusses the various aspects of school programming 
for the handicapped as presented on the chart. 
TOTAL SCHOOL POPULATION 
Emotionally, physically, and culturally handicapped pupils should be 
found at all levels of the tot~l school program. The pupil's emotional, 
cultural, or physical handicap in itself should not be used to determine the 
program for which he is best suited. The assignment to the most appropriate 
level of instruction should be based on the achievement and intellectual 
potential of each pupil as determined by individual psychological and group 
achievement examinations. 
SUBJECT DISCIPLINES 
Pupils placed into the various levels should be provided programs in the 
basic curricular areas that are designed commensurate with the pupil's po-
tential. Each program should_ utilize different methods and should have long 
range objectives that are different than those of the other lev~ls of in-
struction. 
Pupils diagnosed as mentally handicapped may be assigned to either the 
borderline, educable, or trainable phase of the school program. Any pupil 
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showing varied ability may move from one level to another depending on his 
ability in the various curricular areas and the progress he makes in the level 
originally assigned. 
ENRICHMENT EXPERIENCES 
The term enrichment is used to describe the school experiences that 
reflect broad areas of living useful to any pupil regardless of academic or 
intellectual ability. 
Some pupils may incorporate the enrichment experiences into their 
specific vocational training which may, in essence, be a basic or vocational 
subject. To others, these experiences may serve only as a means to a suc-
cessful social adjustment. 
Opportunities should be provided for pupils assigned to the borderline, 
educable, or trainable groupings and those with other handicaps to flow into 
areas of enrichment based upon the individual's functional ability, pro-
gress, and adjustments. 
SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICES 
Services in addition to actual classroom instruction but valuable in 
assisting pupils make optimum adjustment to school, home, and community, 
are considered supplemental services. Related services of this nature 
should be available through both the school and the community and are pro-
vided to all pupils based on his individual need. 
Supplemental services can be made available on a district or com~ 
munity basis or can be provided through a county or merged county agency. 
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
All pupils should be exposed to some form of vocational education. Since 
there is wide variance in the vocational potential of the pupils in the school 
structure, a varied vocational education program is necessary. 
The conten1~ of the vocatJ.onal program should deveJ.op the pupil's skills 
so he can ma1\.e satisfactory adjustment to the vocational level for which he is 
best sui ted. 
Pupils assigned to the borderline and educable levels can benefit from some 
of the regular vocational education courses. Special vocational education 
courses for educable and trainable pupils who have potential for future shel-
tered employment should also be available. Diagnostic and evaluative services 
to determine the suitability or need for this direction can be provided by the 
rehabilitation counselor. 
Responsibility for vocational education is generally a function of the 
school. However, in many cases other community agencies also have delegated 
responsibility for vocational training, education, and evaluation. In such 
cases, schools and agencies should work cooperatively to provide the best pos-
sible program on a shared basis. 
VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT 
Each level Gf instruction has a vocational goal. The sequence of ~oca­
tional adjustment ranges from professional to basic activity. 
Regardless of the intellectual ability, the school graduate should have 
the potential to be placed at a level of employment within this sequence. 
If the school program is oriented toward vocational training for all stu-
dents, each child will make satisfactory adjustment to some form of work. 
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E/VlOTIONALL Y, 
PHYSICALLY, 
AND 
CULTURALLY 
HANDICAPPED 
STUDENTS 
TOT 
SUBJECT 
DISCIPLINES 
Accelerated 
Regular 
Borderline 
Trainable 
ULATION 
TOTAL 
Arts & crafts 
Athletics 
Clubs & activities 
Industrial arts 
Physical education 
Student govt. 
Hot lunch 
Music, art 
and crafts 
Recreation 
PROGRAMMING 
Services 
Psychologist 
Nurse 
Social worker 
Guidance & 
counseling 
Speech therapist 
Hearing clinician 
Itinerant teacher 
Rehabilitation 
Employment 
commission 
Social welfare 
Health services 
Juvenile court 
Recreation 
services 
~ 
VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION 
· Professional 
Skilled 
~~I 
S ~1l emi-Skilled· 
Ill 
Activity 
VOCATIONAL 
ADJUSTMENT 
Professional 
Skilled 
Se~i-skilled 
Unskilled 
ransitiona 
:workshop 
lillllllllllll Extended 
workshop 
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY '· 
<school and community) 
SPEC I Fl C PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS 
Crippled and other health impaired 
First consideration for secondary level programming for the crippled or 
physically handicapped should be the fullest utilization of the existing 
facilities and curriculum. 
Realizing that architectural difficulties for the handicapped pupil do 
exist in many of the public school$, one of the immediate concerns is the mod-
ification of the facilities to accommodate such pupils. Modifications of this 
nature may include the construction of ramps, remodeling, and equipping of 
restrooms, lowering chalk boards, ·relocating and reserving parking areas, 
and the lowering of water fountains; 
When structuring educational programs for physically handicapped pupils 
of secondary age, the vast variation in the degree of physical involvement 
among crippled pupils becomes obvious. Some are minimally involved while 
others are profoundly crippled. Others may have related mental, cultural, 
and emotional problems. It is, therefore, important to realize that as a 
result, the educational program must also be equally varied. 
School programs at the secondary level may involve such programs as 
home and hospital instruction, electrical school~to-home instruction, elec-
trical communication within the school, supplemental instruction, special 
class instruction, and regular class instruction. Emphasis sho~ld be given 
to the concept that the best place to educate a crippled child is in school. 
Whenever possible, the necessary accommodations should be made to provide 
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such an educational prograrit within the school complex. Day-to-day contact 
with so-called "normal" pupils should also be provided whenever possible. 
Physically handicapped pupils should be programmed into regular classes 
whenever their mental. and physical capacities permit such integration.· 
A corrective phy.sicaT education program should also be provided at the 
secondary level.. Such a program could serve not only the physically handi-
capped pupils with profound handicaps, but any pulilil who is unable to profit 
from and participate itJ. the regular physical education program. 
In total, the schocpl program for the ph¥:$·d:cally handicapped pupil 
should have a purpose that goes beyond accommodating a pupil because it is 
morally or philosophical prope,:t, The program for each physically handi-
capped individual should lead to future employment or vocational and college 
instruction. The curriculum should be such that it supports the ultimate 
purpose or objective fdr.eaCh handicapped indivilldual. 
Included under the general title of "crippled and health impaired" is 
a special category· of handicq{pping conditions referred to in Iowa as specific 
learning disabilities. Essentially, children experiencing specific learning 
disabilities as defined in the Rules of Special Education are of normal to 
above-normal inte lligerice, have adequ:a te ly developed sensory processes and 
are not usually experiencing a,n,y serious emotional disturbances. They do 
have, however, speci·fic defic·its in perceptual, integrative, or expressive 
processes which severely impair learning efficiency. These children may have 
some certtral nervous system dysfunction. 
Children experiencing specific learning disability problems tend to 
encounter academic diffic·u1 ty in .school at an early age. These same problems 
tend to persist throughout their school life. Fortunately, the specific symptoms 
tend to diminish after the child reaches senior high school age. Unfortun-
ately, there is a residue of a poor self-concept as a result of consistent 
failure in school. Many of these children become dropouts and their poten~ 
tial is lost to them and society. 
In elementary schools, the educational programs for these children tend 
to be both therapeutic and remedial. At the secondary level, it is necessary 
to more clearly establish the relative educational strength and weaknesses 
of the pupil in order to insure that he has an appropriate background and 
achievement level to successfully progress to the next level or course of 
study. These pupils generally need additional counseling services to assist 
them with their self-concept problems. In addition, they frequently need 
someone who can interpret to their teachers the particular nature of their 
learning deficiencies. 
The curriculum adjustments necessary for these children should be directly 
related to their academic strengths and weaknesses. In other than academic 
ability, these children function as normal children; and should be given the 
opportunity to integrate into the normal high school routine. 
Emotionally maladjusted 
Of paramount importance in program planning for the emotionally dusturbed 
at any level of instruction is the need to dete~ine the severity of the indi-
vidual's handicap and the dynamics of the disturbance. Extreme caution should 
be exercised in grouping emotionally disturbed pupils, as random grouping does 
not necessarily guarantee therapeutic value. In fact, there is every reason 
to believe that grouping without adequately studying the dynamics of each pupil's 
problem can definitely harm the individual. 
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Programming for an emotionally disturbed pupil should result only after 
an adequate diagnosis and description has been undertaken by a qualified psy-
chiatrist or clinical psychologist. The subsequent program is then designed 
to meet the individualvs needs. It is particularly important that any pupil 
placed in a segregated class for emotionally distrubed children also receive 
concurrent therapy from an approved psychiatrist or clinical psychologist. 
Such services may be obtained through the vocational rehabilitation counselor. 
Two other program options might be appropriate, particularly for the less 
disturbed pupil and when regular therapy resources are not available. One 
of these options is the resource room. In this approach, the pupil is 
assigned to a regular classroom but may leave the classroom to go to the 
resource room for a period of time either on a regularly~scheduled basis or 
when the need arises. The resource teacher, a qualified teacher of the 
emotionally disturbed, in additior to working with the pupil in academic 
areas also helps him learn to handle his feelings and behavior in a socially 
acceptable manner. Pupils may be assigned to the resource room on an indi= 
vidual bas is or in~ small groups. A great deal of flexibility needs to be 
built into this type of program so the pupil's needs may be met as his 
problems arise. 
Another approach useful in programming is the itinerant teacher. This 
method employs a qualified teacher of the emotionally disturbed who serves 
in several schools. The itinerant teacher identifies the most pressing need 
of the pupil at the time they are together and works in a supportive way 
to help the pupil handle more effectively his feelings, behavior, and aca-
demic course work. Ordinarily, the visits should be scheduled on a regular 
basis but with enough flexibility built in so the teacher may be able to see 
any one of the assigned pupils when a crisis situation occurs. 
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Several considerations should be kept in mind when programming for 
disturbed pupils: 
1. Teachers and administrators should support the program and be 
aware of its goals and objectives. 
2. Teachers of disturbed students should be very flexible 
in their approaches and be prepared to· utili·ze their talents in 
working through the pupil's adjustment problems as well as his 
academic difficulties. · 
3. School psychologists and school social workers should be direct 
consultants in the program working with both teachers and pupils. , 
4. Evaluation of the pupil's progress and the program's effective-
ness should be a continuing process. 
5. The ultimate objective of any public school program for emo-
tionally disturbed should be the return of pupils to regular 
classes when they may profit from full-time attendance. 
Hearing handicapped 
A high s~hool pupil with a hearing handicap may be deaf or deafened to 
a degree that necessitates obtaining an education in a special facility. 
However, the majority of high school pupils with a communicatively handi-
capping hearing loss are not deaf or deafened. These pupils should not be 
considered candidates for an ancillary program of special education. 
If such pupils are to benefit from the educational program offered by 
the school, the total program must be geared meaningfully to the pupils. In 
such an approach, special education is not a separate entity, but instead 
nominally describes the total educational program effort. 
How to meaningfully gear the educational program to the hearing handicapped. 
The philosophy of the school in identifying the educational goals for 
which it provides an educational opportunity for its pupils applies equally--
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no more and no less--to hearing handicapped pupils. 
The extent to which these goals may be achieved is in the ability of 
the professional staff of the school to assess the capacities, abilities, 
skills, and interests of the hearing handicapped pupil in terms of the edu-
cational program it offers. 
The s.taff person who should assume the ~ajor responsibility for identi-
fying and coordinating the curriculum for the hearing handicapped pupil is 
the school principal. He should delegate responsibility to the guidance 
counselor, hearing clinician, psychologist, speech clinician, homeroom, 
and subject matter teachers, special teachers, consultants, and others in 
the assessment of the pupil's handicap, educational status, and develop-
mental, remedial, and enrichment needs. Such assessments and activities 
which may be initiated as a result, are not ends in themselves. They 
should be utilized in the structuring of that educational program which is 
feasible for·the school in preparing the pupil to enter the world of work, 
responsible citizenship, co~tinu~dg development and pursuit of his talents, 
interests, and potential individual worth. 
Mentally handicapped 
BORDERLINE. Educators are becoming increasingly aware that students 
whose l.Q. scores fall between 75 and 84 do not adequately fit into the 
current educational structure. Programs specifically designed to serve 
the borderline mentally handicapped are basically non-existent in Iowa. 
The concept, however, that a new phase of programming is required to prop-
erly serve such pupils is growing in educational settings. 
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Some borderline mentally handicapped are placed in classes for the edu-
cable mentally handicapped while others remain in regular classes with some-
what watered-down regular program. Neither is beneficial to the pupil. 
Administratively, the borderline program should be designed to serve as 
a liaison between the special education and regular education programs. Pupils 
placed in this program whose I.Q. scores fall between 75 and 84 are eligible 
for special education reimbursement. Thelt"e are, however,·some pupils who 
score from 84 in I.Q. but require the same basic program as those below 84 
I.Q. Such pupils could be enrolled in the borderline program. However, 
special education reimbursement could not be paid. 
The borderline program should be identified in the school as a standard 
part of the regular school program. Such classes should be considered as 
"developmental special" classes rather than special for the mentally handi-
capped. They should be housed in schools qousing regular classes composed 
of students of comparable age. 
The instructional aspect of the program should have the following char-
acteristics: 
1. The teacher should have Endorsement #35 or be working toward 
such endorsement in accordance with the rules and regulations of 
the State Department of Public Instruction. 
2. The program should be designed to accommodate both the transi-
tional type of student who may need only limited special pro-
gramming, as well as the borderline student needing extended 
developmental programming. 
3. Students participating in borderline programs should be given 
sequential instruction both in goals to accomplish .and in the 
level of instruction being offered. 
4. Students nearing graduation date should be programmed either 
through the work-study or the Distributive Education P~ogram for 
vocational training and placement. 
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5. The curriculum structure of the program should be of a prac-
tical nature and designed for individual instruction. 
6. Students enrolled in the developmental program only for the core 
or basic type subjects. They should be enrolled in regular pro-
grams whenever they have the capacity to participate. They should 
be allowed to participate in all the extracurricular activities 
enjoyed by other students in the school. 
Mentally handicapped 
EDUCABLE.Secondary programs for educable mentally handicapped students 
should be a continuation of preceding developmental levels of instruction. 
For practically all such students, the secondary level of instruction is 
the terminal phase of their public school experience. 
The secondary school environment differs significantly from that of 
previous levels, e.g., development and exposure of school experiences must 
be related to the demands placed upon the individual as he takes his place 
in adult society. In order to prepare the students for their adult rbles, 
provisions must be made in the school program for gradual and sequential 
changes in attitude and behavior. 
Each year of the secondary program must make a significant contribu-
tion to the transition from school to the community. The following areas 
should be considered in the secondary school program so pupils may make the 
proper transition. 
General objectives to develop within the school atmosphere are: (1) 
functional basic academic skills and abilities; (2) habits that promote 
personal health, physical fitness, and general safety; (3) skills and 
attitudes for personal and social competence; and (4) skills and attitudes 
for vocational competence. 
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These objectives may be developed through consideration of family living 
skills, recreational and leisure time activities, techniques in applying 
school learned skills to daily living, and developing attitudes toward self 
worth and independence. 
Some suggested functions relating to the objectives which should be 
achieved during each of the three years as follows: 
Sophomore year or lOth grade 
1. Bring students to a level where they can make maximum 
pr~ctical application of the basic skills. 
2. Stress practical application of all basic skills. 
3. Stress attitudes and behavior more appropriate to young 
adults. 
4. Promote resource materials rather than use of textbooks, e.g., 
handbook, directories, road maps, catalogs, newspapers, instruc-
tional sheets, TV, people. 
5. Provide opportunities to investigate by question-and-answer, 
6. Provide materials in all forms on the "world of work." 
7. Present practical information on "boy-girl" relationships. 
8. Investigate community make-up (economic, political, social, 
civic and cultural institutions). 
9. Promote good citizenship. 
10. Promote integrated school experiences. 
Junior year or 11th grade 
1. Concentrate on weakness in basic academic skills for adult 
living. 
2. Introduce self-evaluation strengtbs and weaknesses. 
3. Examine in-school work experiences. 
4. Provide for on-campus work experiences and correlate with 
classroom instruction. 
5. Promote exploration of job opportunities in the community. 
6. Prepare students for competitive work experiences off-campus. 
7. Promote integrated school experiences. 
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Senior year of 12th grade 
1. Correlate basic skills with practical experiences. 
2. Promote independent action. 
3. Establish and maintain off-campus work experience. 
4. Concentrate on individual student progress and adjustment. 
5. Utilize agency resource personnel. 
6. Promote integrated school experiences. 
During the secondary program, all effort should be made to utilize 
the special services available to all students e.g., counseling, activities, 
clubs, athletics, lunchroom. As the student is able to adjust he should 
have integrated experiences in other enrichment areas such as shops, home-
making, art, music, typing, driver's training, physical education. 
During the first year of the secondary program, the educable pupil 
may be assigned a full day of school with part of the day integrated in 
the work areas. However, during the junior and senior years, the demand 
for classroom attendance is reduced and work experience is provided as 
part of the school day. The senior year may provide the student from a 
half day to a full day of competitive work experience. 
Mentally handicapped 
TRAINABLE. One of the primary objectives of the secondary program for the 
trainable mentally handicapped youngster should be occupational training 
and preparation. That is, occupational training in its broadest sense. 
Of the group classified as trainable, authorities in the field anticipate 
about 5 percent will eventually work in competitive emp~oyment, 30 percent 
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will be able to work in sheltered workshops, 55 percent will work in or attend 
activity centers, and the remaining will require other types of service. 
The school program at the secondary level should provide the terminal 
phase of the sequential program that has its start at the pre-primary or pri~ 
mary level. To have a successful secondary program for the trainable, at 
least two other levels or phases must be completed by the pupils before they 
can be ready to participate in the occupational preparation program at the 
secondary level. 
Being the terminal phase, the trainable secondary program should provide: 
1. Social and occupational preparation for either competitive 
employment, sheltered employment, "employment" in an activity 
center, or other habilitation activities. 
2. Preparation for the transition between school and the work 
activity commensurate with the abilities of the pupil. 
3. Opportunity for the initiation of a comprehensive evaluation 
of the pupil by personnel from the office of the:·Division of·; Rehabili-
tation Education, ·and: Services and the workshop involv~d. 
Such a program may b·e housed in a segregated or isolated facility with-
out great harm to the pupil o.r program. Ideally, it should be in ·the building 
housing the other levels of trainable pupils or·in a room provided by the 
sheltered workshop. The atmosphere of the classroom should be more the atmos..-
phere found in a sheltered workshop rather than the typical class~oom. There 
should be tables rather than desks, and various areas of the classroom should 
be designated as work areas, each identified as representing specific occu-
pational involvement. 
The activities of such instruction will range from simple routine tasks 
(designed to measure the frustration threshold, enclosure, attention span, 
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dexterity, speed, and other areas of occupation significance) to complex 
activities which parallel the various activities of a workshop or competitive 
employment. Pupils during this level of instruction may be introduced to 
wages: first with tokens, then actual money. 
It is obvious by the description above that not every school district 
will be able to provide such a program. It is also true that sometimes even 
a single county would be unable to provide this program without sharing the 
responsibilities with other counties since only. one~third of one percent 
of the population is trainable. School systems will be required to coop-
erate with other districts in developing the full sequence of program for 
the trainable, especially the secondary level. 
Speech handicapped 
It is not always easy to meet effectively and adequately the needs of 
secondary pupils with speech handicaps. For the most part, the speech prob-
lems of secondary pupils represent some of the most severe and the most dif-
ficult problems. Another aspect of the program is the difficulty in estab-
lishing sufficient motivation on the part of the handicapped pupil to pursue 
a rigorous remediation program. One cannot minimize the difficulty in 
working out a schedule for secondary pupils. Frequently, secondary schools 
are crowded and an adequate facility for clinical speech services is dif-
ficult to obtain. These problems are not ~surmountable but require sinc1ere 
interest, concern, and action on the part of the board of education, super-
intendent, principal, speech clinician, the guidance counselor, teacher and 
the school patron. 
How might these problems be approached? Because of the individual 
needs of speech handicapped pupils, only a competent speech clinician 
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familiar with a pupi'l 's problem ca.n determine the appropriate service 
required and the length and frequency of remediation if such is indicated. 
In obtaining optimum pupil motivation, the speech clinician must enlist the 
assistance and support of the a.dministration, counselors, and teachers. 
When working with a pupil, consideration must be given to his regularly 
scheduled courses and his need for speech remediation. In consultation, 
the speech clinician, counselor and admini~tratidn can·arrange the pupil's 
program in ord~r to minimize conflict between the clinical speech service 
and the classroom instruction. 
Some schools have obtained portable classrooms to relieve crowded con-
ditions. A small classtbom might be obtained and tised for clinical speech 
services, as well as for other spec'ial servi<;es. (However, care must be 
exercised to insure tha.t the room is not over ... scheduled or "open.,..scheduled" 
so it becomes unavailable for special services.) 
Do we encounter, a.t the secondary level, many children who ar~ speech 
handicapped? Experience and studies 'tell us that on a per capita basis we 
could expect fewer pupils with a handicappir:g speech disorder at the second-ary 
level than at the elementary level. It should be noted, however, that in 
a.ddition to the problems continuing from elementary school' new speech prob;.,, 
lems ca:n deVelop at the secondary level. For example, many 'voice diso·rders 
first appear at the secondary level·. Problems previo'us ly not ideri.tified or 
ignored may become known, or result in a handicapping situation in the sec-
ondary school. Obviously, some problems may develop a.s a result of an acci-
dent or traumatic episode. In cases where pupils enter the secondary school 
from a.n elementary program which did not offer clinical speech services' one 
should expect a higher incidence of handicapping disorders. 
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What are speech disorders? Speech disorders are fre4uently classi-
fied as stuttering, voice disorders, language disorders (such as dys-
phasia), articulatory problems, problems with a specific organic etiology 
and associated with cerebral palsy, cleft lip, cleft palate, mental re-
tardation, or a hearing deficit, and other communication problems not 
readily classified in the aforementioned areas. 
In meeting the needs of speech handicapped children, the speech eli-. 
nician employs six distinct services. The degree to which each service is 
developed depends upon many local factors, but each is developed in accord 
with the needs of the pupils being served. The six clinical speech serv-
ices are: 
1. Identification services which consist of locating pupils 
with handicapping disorders of communication. 
2. Remediation services with selected handicapped pupils con-
sisting of diagnostic evaluations, direct and indirect remediation 
activities, conferences and counseling with parents, teachers, 
administrators, and others. 
3. Referral services to professionally competent specialists or 
agencies when a pupil'scproblem i~dicates need for additional or 
supportive assistance. 
4. Resource services through cooperative and coordinated parti-
cipation in staffings for differenti~l diag~osis and program 
planning for pupils and consultative activities with respect to 
speech/language development/improvement programs. 
5. Administrative services which consi'st of careful planning and 
organization of the total clinical speech program, scheduling of 
servic~s, record keeping, case studies, and r~porting. 
6. Research services consisting of analytic evaluations of needs, 
services and programs and cooperation in studies pertinent to 
connnunication disorders. 
Visually handicapped 
As was previou~ly stated in the section on Planning, the incidence of 
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the visually handicapped is somewhat less than one-third of one percent of 
school age children. The type of program a secondary school should follow 
will depend to a large extent on the number of pupils, their needs, the 
number of schools in the area., and the area. of distance between schools. 
In a sound elementary program, the blind child has developed the neces-
sary braille skills, basic mobility, and orientation training, study skills, 
and the academic and social contact with seeing children. The secondary 
program should provide increased emphasis on developing techniques of mod-
ification or a.daption of materials and learning aids commensurate with this 
level of instruction. 
Any one of the three general types of programs, the itinerant, resource, 
or the cooperative (a combination of the first two), can be used with success. 
Regardless of which program is implemented, the following objectives are 
necessary: 
1. Provide the visually handicapped pupil with the same text-
book material as his sighted classmates in a usable form, such 
as braille or large type materials. 
2. Provide the blind pupil with opportunities for gaining exper-
ience through regular activities such as active participation in 
physical education, music, field trips, class, and school extra-
curricular activities. 
3. Provide the atmosphere to foster growth in independence 
through class .:;;J.ssignments, mobility about the school and community, 
and social experiences. 
4. Provide counseling for classroom teachers as to poss:lble modi-
fications in teaching techniques and approaches found useful in 
solving particular classroom problems. 
5. Provide guidance services consistent with those for other pupils. 
6. Provide pre-vocational and vocational experiences and assist 
the pupil in establishing realistic life goals. 
Basically, the visually handicapped pupil's program needs are the same as 
the sighted. With assistance from related services and agencies, the program 
will provide the background for future vocational or educational endeavor. 
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SUP sc l s VI s 
Supplemental services, generally accepted as "special services" and de-
fined in the Rules and Regulations of the Department of Public Instruction 
and the Policies and Procedures Publication of the Division of Special Edu-
cation, are the same as those required by Section 257.25, subsection 8, para-
graph c, of the Code of Iowa. 
Among these are services provided by such personnel as a psychologist, 
social worker, child development specialist, speech clinician, hearing 
clinician, and itinerant teaching personnel. 
Supplemental school and agency services as discussed here shall be inter-
preted as services in addition to those provided by the classroom instructor. 
They are vital to assisting educators in providing specialized instruction. 
When such services become essential to providing an appropriate special 
education program to a pupil with a special need, it is the responsibility 
of the local school administration to provide them either by contracting the 
service from another agency or by employing the necessary personnel to pro-
vide the services in the school structure. 
The remaining portion of this section briefly describes the roles of 
various supplemental personnel and is divided into three parts: 
Regular 
1. The supplemental services that are a part of the regular 
school structure which should be available to all students 
including the handicapped. 
2. The supplemental services commonly known as special serv-
ices and considered within the realm of special education. 
3. Services provided by agencies other than the school. 
ADMINISTRATIVE. Administrative personnel such as the school super-
intendent and building principals, who provide as$istance to "normal" 
pupils should provide the same or similar services to pupils with special 
needs. Such assistance might be related to class and building assignments, 
discipline, scheduling, curriculum planning, and enrichment activities. 
For example, if a special class is housed in a regular secondary 
building, whether the class is sponsored by the county or the local district, 
it would seem proper that the building principal would be equally respon-
sible for the supervision and the instruction of the special class just as 
he is in the supervision of the "regular" class. This might include 
attendance records, school lunch services, homeroom, and all other aspects 
of school administration that affect the students. 
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GUIDANCE. The regular guidance services provided by guidance counselors 
should be available to all pupils whether handicapped or "normal." In the 
past, guidance counselors generally limited their services to pupils attending 
regular classes. They have left the guidance of special pupils basically to 
the special class teacher or special program coordinator. 
Special pupils should be assigned a guidance counselor in the same manner 
as regular pupils. It is important to remember that the handicapped pupil 
frequently has a problem that he may not wish to discuss with a special teacher 
or coordinator. In such c~ses, a regularly assigned counselor might be the 
one such a pupil would turn to for advice. 
The school counselor, while not trained to deal with specific handicaps, 
should possess knowledge, skills, and techniques necessary in dealing with 
all people. The general guidance techniques used for so~called normal pupils 
are applicable in dealing with handicapped pupils. Guidance counselors fre-
quently have access to information provided from pupil records and other 
sources that through his guidance may promote the utilization of related agency 
services, strengthen pupil-teacher-parent relationships, as well as improv;i.ng 
specialized educational programming. 
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES. Frequently, handicapped pupils are excluded 
from participation in extracurricular activities~ Such exclusion is often 
based on the assumption that such pupils will not be able to participate because 
of their handicaps. If given the opportunity to participate, these pupils 
often prove to be valuable participants. 
Handicapped pupils should be given the same consideration as "normal" 
pupils when participating in extracurricular activities. If a retarded pupil 
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)' 
ha.s the capacity and physical stamina to compete in competitive spdrts, he 
should not be deprived of the opportunity. 
If student government is made up of homeroom representatives, a repre-
sentative from the special homeroom should also be included. 
Extracurricular activities, such as sports, intramurals, clubs, scouts, 
and student government, can offer the handicapped the same or greater bene-
fits they offer the regular pupil. 
SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES. Health services provided by qualified personnel 
may range from a. full-time nurse housed within a building facility to an 
itinerant county nurse or the full or part~time service of a. local physician. 
The school health service should be made available to the to.tal school pop-
ula.tion, health information interchanged with other school personnel can 
influence the nature of the insttuction to be offered. 
Generally, health services in the past have been provided for the handi-
capped as well as the "regular" or "normal" pupil. This seliVice and the 
nature in which it is provided may serve as a good example of how other 
regularly structured school supplemental services may be equally made avail-
able to all pupils. 
Special 
SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTOR. As special programs develop or the need 
for additional special programs is determined, school districts individually 
or in cooperation with other districts may feel the need to employ a director 
of special education to administer, supervise, and coordinate the total 
special education program. The need to employ such a director should be 
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determined locally, and would be dependent on the readiness of the are·a to 
develop and expand services to the handicapped. 
SPECIAL CONSULTANTS. Special consultants may be employed to assist school 
administrators and teachers in carrying o.u.t programs for pupils with special 
needs. Such consultants can be assigned to several specialty areas or the 
largest area of specialized instruction in the district or combined system. 
Usually, consultants provide direct services to tea·chers and pupils rather 
than services of an ad~inistrative nature. 
The need for the employment of one or:more special consultants must be 
determined locally. However, as a guide, it is recommended that serious con-
sideration be given to the employment of a special consultant in a given 
specialty area when the program in the single specialty exceeds an enrollment 
of 150 handicapp~d pupils. 
A special consultant must meet the certification and endorsement require-
ments as specified by the Department of Public Instru~tion. 
WORK STUDY COORDINATOR. A full-time work study coordinator or work ad-
justment coordinator may be advisable when a special secondary program has 
developed to a functional level, of approximately 30 handicapped pupils who 
are. either employed or eligible to enter part-time Job training in the 
community. 
Such a staff member would assume responsibility for liaison activity 
between the school program, the pupil, and the employer.. The coordinator 
would make the contact with the prospective employer, initiate the vlacement,, 
provide guidance to the pupil during his job training and relate to the special: 
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teacher the areas of instruction necessary to make satisfactory adjustment 
to the job and community. 
SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST. Psychological services are required for the 
identification and evaluation of pupils with special needs and for assisting 
in the planning for the carrying out programs for the handicapped. Smaller 
school districts may find it financially difficult to employ a full-time 
school psychologist to serve their pupils. In such cases, services are 
obtained by contracting with related agencies or private psychologists, or 
several smaller districts may share the cost of a. school psychologist. In 
other cases, the county school system employs a. psychologist to serve the 
smaller districts within the county or sometimes several counties. Some 
larger districts employ one or more school psychobgists to serve the pupils 
residing in the district. 
Generally, a. single or combined school system serving a. general school 
population of 3,000 pupils should giVe serious consideration to the em-
ployment of a full-time school psychologist. 
SPEECH CLINICIAN. School systems individually or cooperatively may 
employ speech clinicians to identify and evaluate speech and language prob-
lems, assist in the development and planning of appropriate service, and to 
provide direct clinical speech services to handicapped students. 
Generally, one speech clinician, on a.n itinerant basis, can adequately 
serve four to six schools in a. general school population of about 2,500 
pupils. Remediation is provided in a.n individual or small group (two or 
three children) two or more times per week, for 20 or more minutes per 
session. Thus, in general, about 50 to 75 speech handicapped pupils can 
be scheduled for direct remediation services by each speech clinician. A 
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district not having a total of 2,500 pupils should secure the services of a 
speech clinician on a part-time basis to serve speech-handicapped pupils in 
the district, or work with other school districts to employ a full-time speech 
clinician. Speech clinician services may be obtained through an intermediate 
unit (county school system) or through contracts with· private agencies and 
clinicians. 
SCHOOL SOCIAL WORI~R. The need for providing social casework services 
should be m&de availabl~ to all secondary pupils with recognized problems 
regardless of their handicapping condition. 
The school social worker should provide services to all pupils who 
exhibit personal and social problems resulting from their handicapping con-
dition and /or experiences that occur in the school, home, or on the job. 
In most of these areas, the school social worker will become directly in-
volved with the pupil, parent, and other school personnel. However, since 
most secondary programs for the handicapped pupil are of a terminal nature, 
there is a necessity for the school social worker to become involved with 
community agencies and their services. 
Pupils who have experienced frustration and failure either academ:f_caily, 
personally, socially, or vocationally, need an opportunity to discuss their 
feelings in order to make the most positive growth at the secondary level. 
This may be provided in either individual or group counseling sessions. This 
type of expression is as highly desirable for all handicapped pupils as it 
is for the total range of secondary level pupils. The school social worker 
should be available to work with pupils in this manner. 
Generally, when the school population exceeds 1,000 pupils, school admin ... 
istrators should give consideration to the employment of a full-time social 
worker. 
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OTHER SPE.CIAL PERSONNEL. A school system with a diversity of handicaps 
may find it necessary to employ additional specialized personnel in order to 
comply with the law. The employment of hearing clinicians, child development 
specialists, teachers of the homebound, various types of itinerate teachers, 
matrons, and others.must meet the approval of the State Department of Public 
Instruction. 
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RELATED COMMUNITY SERVICES 
Related agency services provide services deemed necessary to contribute 
to the overall successful adjustment of the individual enrolled in the school's 
program. 
Since related agency services are not routinely available through :the 
schools, these services must come from other areas structured to provide the 
needed assistance. By making these services available to all pupils in need, 
the schooL's·program is broadened to provide more complete educational direc-
tion and adjustment of the individual to society. 
The effective use of supplemental agency services is dependent on special 
school personnel recognizing the individual's need and making proper referral. 
This initial referral should be followed by a transition period when respon-
sibility is shared by the school .and agency personnel. As time progresses, 
the agency would assume greater responsibility in providing for the pupil's 
individual needs .. 
Agency services may be grouped in two categories: primary and secondary. 
The primary level would include agencies that have a continually active role 
in the school program. The secondary level would involve agencies that may 
provide services on a referral b~sis. A referral for secondary agency serv-
ices might come from the primary agency involved in the school's program. 
The following briefly describes the role and function:of the various agen-
cies that can provide related services to all of the school's population who 
might have special needs. 
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Primary 
DIVISION OF REHABIL~TATION· EDl]Cf,TION · AijD S~RVJCES_. · Tl;lis ·t~·.· ~· ,· .. :. ·<:- · 
iHh.i'ii:sion of the State :nepartment of Public Instruction and has the.respdrisibi~ity 
of providing services to all handicapped individuals. To qualify for these 
services is basically simple. A person must: 
1. Be of, or near, employable age. 
2. Have a disability which prohibits him from being suitably 
employed. 
3. Have the potential for more suitable employment after receiving 
rehabilitation services. 
Vocational rehabilitation ctJ.n ·p.ro.v'ide an evaluation of the individual, 
which may include a complete medical diagnosis, vocational evaluation, and 
vocational guidance and planning. After such an evaluation, he is offered 
a job training program best suited to his potential. Other services such 
as therapy, maintenance, transportation, occupational tools, and equipment 
can also be provided. 
The vocational rehabilitation counselor may also serve in a consultant 
capacity to a school district. He will provide school personnel with in-
formation concerningbRES and other agency services and help determine pupil 
eligibility for specific job direction. At the same time, the counselor 
becomes familiar with school administration, curriculum, and progranrrning. 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION. Representatives from this agency can 
provide vocational information and other services for effective counseling, 
work placement, work experiences, and evaluation. An employment security 
commission representative will: 
1. Acquaint employers with the school program. 
2. Assist in job placement. 
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3. Provide job counseling. 
4. Provide vocational testing. 
The representative agency may be involved in the school program through 
close association with the rehabilitation c6unselor on specific job placement 
or through direct contact with school personnel in providing information for 
curriculum development. Through group counseling techniques, he may provide 
information to pupils relative to making application for employment, job 
dependability, and performance. 
Secondary 
SOCIAL WELFARE. This agency may assist in foster home care, medical care, 
and physical restoration programs when the pupil's family is receiving assis-
tance through social welfare. Personal counseling and social services are 
also available. 
MENTAL HEALTH REFERRAL CENTERS. These centers can be called upon to 
assist the school administrator in dealing with the emotionally and mentally 
ill student, as well as any member of his family. Private psychiatric serv-
ices may also be another source. 
FAMILY SERVICES. These agencies can be called upon in problems arising 
from broken homes, parent conflicts, or in cases where a pupil shows evidence 
of emotional difficulties due to family problems. 
REHABILITATION CENTERS. These centers can be medically or vocationally 
oriented depending upon their sponsorship and established purpose. The Divi-
sion of Rehabilitation Education and Services can provide further interpre-
tation ~nd referral information. 
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TRAVELERS AID SOCIETY. This agency can be of assistance where emer-
gency funds are needed for items such as transportation and temporary housing 
facilities. 
STATE SOCIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND ADULTS. This agency can often 
be of assistance with prosthetic appliances, medical care and follow-up. 
It sponsors a summer camp for severely disabled individuals. 
SHELTERED WORKSHOPS. These private and publicly sponsored shops may be 
of assistance with work experience, sheltered employment, evaluation of 
individual ability, on-the-job training, and social activity programs. 
SOCIAL SECURITY SECTION. This government agency may provide assistance 
in supervision and approval of social security cards and classroom material 
aids related to the Social Security program. In some instances, this agency 
may also become involved in dependency support and in cases of severely-
disabled pupils, it may provide disability payments. 
FEDERAL WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION. This agency has the responsibility of 
determining what constitutes a hazardous occupation. In addition, it in-
terprets information available on minimum wage, age requirements, and 
training programs within the requirements of federal law. The DRES -.ean. 
arrange for temporary certificates for authorization of special work training 
situations with employers. This information should receive consideration 
in determining the most appropriate vocational placement of a handicapped 
pupil. 
CHURCH AND MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION. These groups can become the source 
of a meaningful fellowship experience for the handicapped. These groups 
are in a unique position, not only to help pupils, but also help their 
parents understand their roles in relation to their children. 
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SERVICE CLUBS. Through cooperating service clubs such as the Kiwanis, 
Rotary, Optimists, and Lions, projects may be sponsored for the handicapped 
to promote appropriate housing, provide instructional materials, leisure time 
activities, job placement, and training opportunities. 
YOUTH CENTERS. These include the YMCA and YWCA and other similarly 
structured organizations which through their programs aid in the personality 
adjustment phase of the special need pupil. These centers can contribute 
greatly through group activities and interest in physical education, dancing, 
music, games, arts, and crafts, and effective use of leisure time. 
CIVIL AUTHORITIES. As pupils refine their social behavior patterns, 
police and juvenile authorities may be called upon to lecture on the laws 
that make for acceptable civil behavior. 
CIVIC GROUPS. These include all voluntary health and special interest 
groups which may be involved with the special need pupil. Those available 
should be aware of individual pupil needs. Examples of these groups are 
the .National Association for Retarded Children, United Cerebral Palsy, and 
Council for Exceptional Children. 
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